
What does it mean to be a host facility for a Classical Conversations community?

We have been greatly blessed 
by the presence of your families  
in our building over the past 
several months. They are  
energetic, enthusiastic, and a 
pleasant addition to our  
days here. We are encouraged 
to see families so dedicated  
to Christ’s principles and to  
a proper education for  
their children. 
– Chris Schaefer, Minister
Randolph Church of Christ, Texas
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BENEFITS OF PARTNERING

• Provide your congregation’s families with another educational option

• Exposure to new families in your community
• Bring additional young life to your church and help parents make 

connections (education and discipleship go hand-in-hand)
• Classical Conversations members work to leave your facility as clean or  

cleaner when they leave
• Forming a relationship that encourages resource sharing

• Opportunities for service projects between the church and Classical  
Conversations communities

 

WHAT TO EXPECT

FROM CLASSICAL CONVERSATIONS’ MEMBERS

• Clear point of contact or leader for events and maintenance

• Classical Conversations’ Mission Statement should be compatible with  
the church’s Mission Statement

• Classical Conversations will abide by the church’s policies regarding the  
facility and will respect your building and facility grounds

FROM THE CHURCH

• Clear policies regarding the usage of various rooms etc, in the facility’s  
building and surrounding grounds

• Clear agreed upon dates and times for use

• Clear point of contact or leader for events and access to facility at agreed 
upon times, including use of other large group areas such as nursery,  
fellowship hall, gym, kitchen, etc.

 

LEGAL TALK

By making your facilities available to Classical Conversations, you are helping 
to expand Christian education.

• Some tax assessors have specifically determined that the Christian-based 
education offered through homeschool communities using Classical 
Conversations’ curriculum constitutes worship, which supports the religious 
purpose associated with the use of church property.  

• The mission of Classical Conversations’ homeschool communities is to  
continue to foster Christian-based education, which in turn promotes the 
beliefs and objectives of the church. Therefore by using the church property, 
Classical Conversations’ homeschool communities are able to further the 
primary use of each church property.

For more information 
or to contact your local leader about hosting

customerservice@classicalconversations.com

Classical Conversations® is a classical  

education resource used by homeschoolers  

in all 50 states and more than 45 countries  

worldwide. We now have over 109,800  

students enrolled in our tutoring programs,  

which are provided by almost 2,114 Classical  

Conversations communities. We provide 

resources, guidance and a community for a 

Christian home school curriculum using  

classical education in three developmental  

stages: grammar, dialectic and rhetoric.

Classical Conversations desires to make this 

a good experience for both the church and 

the families involved. 


